There is something indomitable in British pluck and splendid in British
character that makes you wonder what England might have .been like in
the culture of this world were it not for the 'white man's burden'—-her
Empire. Surely such qualities as hers are good for far more than war and
conquest and the conduct of subjugated peoples. If England had a chance
to be a free England on her own—developing vslowly the characteristics
and strength of Englishmen from within, the nation might have been
small, but the world would have had one mighty, genuine democracy by
now. A shining light, the great examplar needed. Her great were among
the world's greatest,, irrespective of conquest. Empire has ruined England.
Her successes for three hundred years did her, as England, no real good.
A disease took root and spread by way of her success. Dismal reflection:
it has now spread to us.
About a year later a telegram came from the News-Chronicle to the
Arizona desert, asking for 1,500 words of cabled suggestions for the re-
building of London, January 21,1942.1 sent the following:
The greatest creature of habit on earth is London, Slums and ugliness
that would have taken centuries to overcome have boon blasted out of the
way in a few days. While sentiment is entitled to its tears, the art and
science of human habitation may get a break. If English-speaking culture
by way of grit and the will of Englishmen takes the break, goes ahead, and
builds in line with this age of mechanical power tho Umpire may die, but
English dominion will survive to triumph.
Power so capable to destroy is just as capable to create, wo shall soon see,
And we shall soon see whether England is humanitarian or only English,
and whether Germany is humanitarian or only Germanic, If England is
humanitarian London will decentralize, Even tho bomb overhead points
to that as a necessity. London reintegrated should be twenty-five times
the area of old London* The new space-scale of our mechanical era is just
about that—twenty-five feet now to one foot then.
Human congestion is murderj murder if not of the carcass, then murder
of the most desirable human sensibilities, There is room and crying need
for the greater London. The plan for it should bo laid down now keeping
in mind that Tradition with a capital T is greater than the manifold tradi-
tions to which it gives rise. Traditions nmst die in order that great Tradi-
tion may live.
Great buildings always begin at the beginning, so the necessary items
1.	No very rich nor very poor to build for—no gold.
2,	No idle land except for common landscape—no real estate exploiters*
5, No holding against society the ideas by way of which society lives-—«
no patents.
;>t In short, no speculation in money^ land, or ideasj not one of them must
<bf$L speculative commodity but must be used as actual necessities of human
jp^j^e $ir $nd water, This is the true basis for what we could honestly call
De«<sracy, It is a necessary basis upon which to build a city1 of.th*
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